
Our company is looking to fill the role of senior solutions architect. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior solutions architect

Work with internal and external resources to identify potential solutions to
meet identified business needs
Oversee implementation of solutions throughout the Software Development
Lifecycle (SDLC)
Provide production support for existing technology solutions
Creation of innovative architectures and solutions in support of major capture
efforts within the core business base, in strategic expansion areas such as
energy and healthcare, while balancing these solutions against cost, schedule,
function, quality, and other business considerations
Creation of white papers, proposals, and briefings, demonstrating the
thought leadership capabilities of the organization, supporting various
marketing and business development efforts through customer interaction
Assist in the further development of the systems integration capabilities
across multiple accounts within the business
Support program management and business development reviews, and assist
in improving performance of troubled projects as required
By understanding customer business requirement and pain points, proposing
proper solution to customer leveraging company IPs, OSS and customer data
Analyzing and mining customer data utilizing RDB, BI tool or Excel, finding
values for customer business
Adopting existing solution cores or OSS to be integrated into required
solution/system to customer, required developments for adoption, and
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Qualifications for senior solutions architect

Professional certificates to supplement formal education
On occasion, travel may be required
Mobile Core (including CS Core, PS Core, IMS core, DPI/TDF, Diameter
Routers, STP )
Value Added Services (including SMS, MMS, Voice Mail, RCS, WebRTC )
Ability to define roadmaps that align to our global partner needs our internal
stakeholders
Knowledge of technologies like clustering, directory services, identity
management, or programming languages like Python, Perl, Java is preferred


